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  OFFER FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES	     
	 DELIVERIES FROM FINLAND
	 Deliveries to Alko shops
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 A new product (general selection, seasonal selection, specialties)
Alko’s search number (no spaces)
     

  A new product to sale-to-order 
       selection T1
  A new product to sale-to-order 
       selection T3 1)
Recipient
ALKO INC., Selections, Products and Quality
PO Box 99, Arkadiankatu 2
FI-00101 HELSINKI, FINLAND


  Change to listed product

Alko’s product number
     
Type of change 2)
     

offer@alko.fi

  Change in price
Alko’s product number
     
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Name of product (as per label)
     
Producer (as per label)
     
Country of origin
     
Region
     
Product group (e.g. beer, red wine)
     
Alcohol content (% by volume) 3)
     
Size (l) of sales unit (e.g.bottle)
     
EAN-code on sales unit 4)
     
Valvira-code  5)
     
Transportation package code 6)
     
Sales unit has a gift box
 Yes
EAN-code on gift box
     

Green choice                                                                                                                                                                                             
 Organic, organic check number:                  
 Biodynamic   
 Light weight bottle (max 420g /75 cl glass wine bottle or max 835g /75 cl glass sparkling wine bottle): Empty bottle weight      
 Environmentally certified packaging e.g. Nordic Ecolabel/Nordic Swan or FSC
 Natural wine, please specify 7)                                                                
 Suitable for vegans, please specify 7)             
 Local eco/sustainability certificate, please specify        
Ethical trade
 Fair Trade        Fair for Life         For Life
Kosher
   


PRICE, PACKAGING AND DELIVERY SPECIFICATIONS, TOP Alko shops (Finnterms 2001)
Alko’s retail price/sales unit, maximum 2 decimals (for products with over 5.5% alc.) OR 
Alko’s back-door price/sales unit, maximum 2 decimals (for products with max 5.5% alc.)
EUR       
Alko’s purchase price/sales unit incl. excise tax, 
maximum 2 decimals 8)
EUR       
Alko’s purchase price/case incl. excise tax, maximum 2 decimals 
= unit price x units/case 8)
EUR       
Sales unit
 Glass bottle

 Plastic bottle 

 Can

 Bag-in-box

  Other, please specify      
Deposit-based recycling system 9)
 Palpa, national      Palpa, international          Eco packaging     None
Number of sales units/case
     
Case type
 Carton            Tray          Wooden case      Other, please specify      
Multi-pack size
      units x       litres/unit                     
Small producer’s production volume in previous year in 1000 litres 10)
     
Bottle closure - please tick appropriate box
 Natural cork   Agglomerate   Technical   Synthetic   Plastic   Screw cap   Crown cap   Other, please specify      
                   cork                     cork               cork               stopper
Product deliverable from (dd/mm/yy)
     
Availability of product in sales units 11)
     
Order processing time, days 12)
     


SELLER’S DETAILS (if ordering address is other than Seller’s address, please indicate it under further information)
Name of seller
     
Name of contact person
     
Phone
     
Address
     
Postal code
     
City
     
Valvira-code
     
Business ID
     
Company email for communication concerning the offer
     
Webpage
     

PRODUCTION PLANT IN THE PRODUCT’S COUNTRY OF ORIGIN (brewery, distillery, winery)
Name of production plant
     
Contact person
     
Country
     
Street address
     
Postal code      
City
     
Phone of contact person
     
Email of contact person
     
Number of employees
     
If the product is manufactured also in parallel production plants in the above country of origin, these should be reported on page 3.


	Please write down 1-10 Alko shops to which you wish to deliver the products under additional information. 
	Change affecting the excise tax levied on the product, such as change of alcohol content.
	Exact alcohol content for strong and brewery beverages, estimated alcohol content for wine.
	The suppliers must state the same EAN code that Valvira and possible recycling system operator has been informed of. Alko must be informed of code changes. 

If the product does not have EAN code, please write down Valvira code.  
	Transportation package code (DUN) must differ from the sales unit EAN-code. Acceptable code type is e.g. ITF-14.
	Please add the picture of natural or vegan marking.
	Excise tax includes both excise tax on alcoholic beverages or on soft drinks and excise tax on beverage containers. 

The beverage container deposit is not included in Alko’s purchase price. 
	More information on Alko’s webpages: For suppliers > Prices > Deposits of recycling system for beverage containers.
	Producer’s declaration or certificate issued by the customs authorities in the producing country must be attached to the offer. 
	The availability must always be indicated in numbers when offering a limited availability product or a sale-to-order product. 
	The delivery time for sale-to-order products to Alko shops is 5 days at the most.













	

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Please indicate here the details requested in the ”other criteria” field of the search and as well as any other essential information on the product. Please also write down the chosen sale-to-order selection T3 Alko shops for deliveries. In addition, please state here whether the product is also delivered to Alko Online Shop.  
     
     
     
     
MTEXT      
     
     
     
     
     
     
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION on brand owner and authorization (fill in, if applicable)
     
     
PARALLEL PRODUCTION PLANT IN THE PRODUCT’S COUNTRY OF ORIGIN (brewery, distillery, winery
Name of production plant
     
Contact person
     
Country
     
Street address 
     
Postal code
     
City
     
Phone of contact person
     
Email of contact person 
     
Number of employees
     

Name of production plant
     
Contact person
     
Country
     
Street address 
     
Postal code
     
City
     
Phone of contact person
     
Email of contact person 
     
Number of employees
     

Name of production plant
     
Contact person
     
Country
     
Street address 
     
Postal code
     
City
     
Phone of contact person
     
Email of contact person 
     
Number of employees
     


Correctly completed and signed offers are accepted for processing also when sent as a copy. An original offer is required for a product chosen to be listed.

When signing the offer the Seller or his authorized representative 
	Confirms all information given in this offer.

Agrees to Alko’s terms of purchase and delivery (Annex 1).
Agrees to amfori BSCI Code of Conduct. Terms of Implementation for Business Partners are in the separate annex 
(Annex 2). All Code of Conduct documents are available on Alko’s webpages: For suppliers > Responsibility>     Responsible purchasing.

For additional information on offering and authorization, see Alko’s listing instructions ”Listing Procedure and Retail Sale of Alcoholic Beverages”.

This offer is valid 12 months from the deadline of the search unless otherwise stated with a separate 
date below.

Price quote valid until (if other than 12 months from the deadline of the seach, please fill in a date here)


     
Date and place 




     
Company name, signature with clarification and authorization to sign 




     
 
 ANNEX 1
				Please do not attach this Annex to your offer
ALKO’S TERMS OF PURCHASE AND DELIVERY

The following terms apply to all the purchases regardless of the delivery term or form. The delivery term is supplier-specific.

Placement of orders
Alko Inc. (Alko) places all orders directly with the Seller.

Only Alko's product numbers are used in orders. An order unit is always the same as the sales unit. It is also the minimum order batch if the shop so chooses.

Confirmation
The Seller must confirm the order before the dispatch and within two (2) working days from receiving the order at the latest. If Alko does not receive confirmation, or if the confirmation deviates from the order, the order is not binding on Alko.

Information of the Seller
If the Seller has not before delivered products to Alko, it is the Seller’s responsibility before the first product’s listing to send the information to Alko to ensure seamless billing. The needed information of the Seller is:
	Name of the company

Address
VAT-number (required by the billing system)
Bank’s name and address
Bank account IBAN
SWIFT

Price adjustments by the Seller
Price adjustments can be implemented according to the schedule of price and mode of delivery changes published in the listing instructions. Notice of adjustments must be submitted on specified form agreed with Alko.  

Product specifications
The Seller is responsible for meeting product specifications as stipulated in the country of origin, in Finland and in EU legislation. 

When signing the offer or submitting the offer in the Partner Network, the Seller guarantees that the seller and all the corporate bodies in the same supply chain have carefully studied the BSCI Code of Conduct (Annex 1) and will abide by the values and principles included therein for all parts.
 
The product must match the offer and sample approved by Alko and it must be free from quality defects. The seller is responsible for the accuracy of the information maintained on the product information card. Any alterations to beverage containers, their content, closure or the appearance of labels must be agreed upon in advance with Alko.

In the case that a product/products does not fulfil the requirements mentioned above Alko will immediately withdraw the product/products. The seller will then be responsible for all the costs related to this. 

Product liability
The Seller is without exception liable for any direct or indirect harm, loss or damage to persons or property caused by the product. This applies also to residual or other taxes imposed on Alko as a result of the product not corresponding to the product information the Seller has given. The Seller is required to cover all additional costs or compensation to any party suffering loss or damage caused by a defective product. Under no circumstances is Alko to be held accountable. Should Alko be called upon to compensate damage incurred through the Seller's product, Alko is authorised to reclaim this sum and the expenses incurred from the Seller.

Industrial property rights	
The Seller is responsible for ensuring that the products distributed to Alko are in the Seller's effective control and disposal in Finland as regards relevant industrial property rights (e.g. right to a trade mark).

Alko has the right to use trademarks or brands – either in part or in their entirety – or other information mentioned on the label or information given by the supplier in its price list or in-store marketing without providing additional compensation. Alko has the right in connection with this to add any information which is relevant to consumers – e.g. information about grape varieties.

By delivering a product image to Alko the Seller approves that Alko can use, edit or possible assign the image for example to the media.

If any claims or demands are brought against Alko on the basis of industrial property rights, the Seller will be liable for any expenses – e.g. legal expenses, compensation and litigation incurred from violations against the above-mentioned rights. In such a case Alko also has the right to withdraw the product/products in question immediately, the seller will be responsible for all the costs related to withdrawal. The Seller must provide Alko with any information needed to settle the case.

Labels and sales units
Labels and sales units must conform all the stipulations and regulations effective in the EU and Finland. Each product must be provided with a GTIN code (EAN or UPC). Exceptions to this rule are possible only when products with limited availability are concerned. 

It is not allowed to use any loose elements in the sales packages (for example neck hangers). Acceptability of elements in Alko’s selection is evaluated case by case considering the implementation style.  

Alko has a right to charge possible costs of insufficient or not accepted product change markings or loose elements from the supplier. If necessary Alko will withdraw the product/products.

Cases
Products are to be packed in cases in a way that the products will withstand transportation. The size, material and weight of the cases must be suitable for handling the cases without special equipment in shops. Allowed maximum weight of an individual case is 25 kilos. 

A bar code approved by Alko and identifying the case must be marked at least on the short side of the case. The Seller is liable for any additional costs incurred due to insufficient or incorrect case markings. 

Loading pallets
The products must be packed carefully to withstand conventional transport. The pallets used for transportation must be approved by Alko. EUR pallet 800 x 1200 mm is recommended. Alko accepts those invoices for pallets that are in line with the pallet price list available on the Alko website. No disposable pallets are repaid. The pallets coming from outside the EU or from certain EU-countries specified by the authorities must be made in accordance with ISPM 15 standard.

Termination
By submitting written notification, Alko may cancel a confirmed order, without incurring expenses, and delist the product from the selection in any of the following cases:

a)  the Seller fails to meet the provisions indicated under Product specifications;

b)  the Seller goes bankrupt, begins credit restructuring, has ban on business operations, is placed in liquidation or sells out to a third party;

c)  the Seller for some reason proves unable to deliver the general selection product as agreed or a product, which has stabilized its demand level, is closed for orders for over three (3) months. Product’s demand level is seen to be stabilized after six (6) months from the listing date.

d) a party in the supply chain of a product in Alko’s selection refuses an audit made by Alko or a third party, does not provably follow the amfori BSCI ethical values and principles, or does not complete corrective actions pointed to the party in agreed time.

In the case that Alko is forced to cancel a confirmed order or withdraw product/products already in the shop based on aforementioned cancellation terms the Seller will be responsible for compensating Alko for the costs of shop withdrawal or any other activities related to the cancellation.

If not repeated, minor shortcomings in deliveries do not lead to the removal of the product from the selection.

The Seller must notify Alko immediately in cases of force majeure. If the disturbance persists for longer than 30 days, Alko may cancel the order without incurring expenses.

Settlement of disputes
Finnish law is applied to these terms of purchase and delivery. Disputes will be settled in the Helsinki District Court.

DIRECT DISTRIBUTION TO ALKO SHOPS 
(APPLICABLE TO DELIVERIES FROM FINLAND ONLY)
Delivery clause
The delivery clause is TOP (delivered to) Alko Shops Finnterms 2001.

Prices 
Quoted prices must include alcoholic beverage tax and tax on retail containers.

Terms of payment
The terms of payment are 30 days from the date of invoice. The invoice must be sent latest on the day following the dispatch day. When the goods are delivered directly to Alko shops, Seller must send Alko a day specific joint invoice with the prices of the ordering date. The joint invoice must include specifications by shops.

Volume and administrative requirements for direct distributors
The direct distributor needs to have Valvira’s granted alcohol wholesale license and other licenses for operation. A direct distributor must have such capabilities for entire message flow of an electronic order-delivery process that are tested and approved by Alko. In addition, a yearly volume of a million sales unit is required from a direct distributor (except for sale-to-order products produced by a microbrewery or small producer) either as a single operator or as a partner of a so-called contract warehouse model that meets the sales requirement. In the latter case, at least the order and dispatch advice messages must go through the contract warehouse.

The building of the electronic message flow is done according to the schedule defined by Alko. If the connections can’t be tested and approved at least one (1) month before the date set for starting deliveries of the new product, the deliveries will take place through Alko central warehouse. Supplier must then make a new offer by using delivery terms TOP Alko's central warehouse so that the retail price of the product must remain unchanged. After listing to the selection, changes of distribution and delivery terms can be made according to the normal price list period cycle.

Order to supplier
Shop orders are sent to the Supplier, in all cases, via Alko's order system in electronic form. 

The delivery day on which the order is dated should be consistent with a pre-planned transport schedule. 

Basic orders are sent from a shop by 12 noon, two (2) working days before the agreed delivery time. Sale-to-order selection products must be delivered within five (5) days from order at maximum. The Alko Online shop makes an exception to this as the products must generally be delivered within one (1) workday from the order.

Reliability of deliveries
The number of erroneous delivery lines must remain below 0.5 percent of the total number of delivery lines. Alko has the right to charge the Supplier for all the costs caused by defects in delivery. 

Notification about temporary shortage of a product
The Supplier has to inform Alko's Material Flow Control Centre forthwith about a temporary shortage of a product and tell when the product will be available again. The Supplier must send the information in EDI-form separately agreed with Alko or by email to mok@alko.fi or by updating the information to the extranet application if an agreement has been made about its use with Alko. When email is being used, a summary about products arrived or finished must be delivered on Fridays as well.

Deliveries
The Supplier should have the capacity to deliver orders to all shops at least once a week, and more often to big shops in accordance with the demand.
Distribution must take place in accordance with a shop-specific delivery plan. A delivery plan means an agreement between Alko and the Supplier about a delivery schedule which applies to the delivery address, day and hour. A deviation of +/- 30 minutes at most is allowed in the agreed delivery time. A delivery plan is made jointly by Alko, the shop, the Supplier and the transport company. Alko’s Material Flow Control Centre is responsible for maintaining the delivery plans. 

Deliveries that differ from a fixed delivery plan must be agreed upon with Alko. A need for a typical delivery may arise, e.g., during times of high demand or when the delivery day is dropped due to a public holiday. Alko's Material Flow Control Centre creates separate delivery plans six (6) weeks before Christmas, New Year, Easter, May Day and Midsummer Day.

The entire batch of products delivered to the Alko Online shop has to be from the same manufacturing batch (vintage, label, bottle closure, best before date, etc.).

Loading terms
EUR pallets are used for loading of goods. Other separately agreed and generally well-known loading platforms can be used as well. Use of a differing platform must always be agreed on with Alko. To some shops, products can be delivered only in roller cages or pallets that are smaller than normal. Alko informs the Supplier about these shops separately.

Products must be carefully packaged to make them endure the strain associated with standard transport modes. The maximum height of a delivery is 1600 mm. Loading of two (2) pallets on top of each other is not allowed, and the delivery cannot exceed the external dimensions of the loading platform. 

Deliveries must be put together in such a way that the shop's acceptance check is effortless and safe. Products with the same product number are recommended to be stacked in piles on the same pallet. Cases must be placed on the loading platform in such a way that the carton barcodes or the product numbers can be seen as easily as possible.

The Supplier must use transport equipment with which loading and unloading are effortless in all conditions. In cold weather (frost periods) goods must not be left on a shop's unheated unloading pocket or intermediate terminals. 

Acceptance
The driver or some other representative of the Supplier unloads the goods to a place indicated and prepared by the shop. Before a receipt for the delivery is given, the number of cases and pallets are compared with the freight declaration while the driver is present. 

Possible delivery reclamation messages or information is sent to the Supplier within four (4) days from the receipt of the delivery.

Freight declaration and freight list
The number of pallets and cases must be entered in the freight declaration; the address of the shop and the delivery date must be marked on the pallets. Attached to the freight declaration or, when requested, delivered electronically, there must be a freight list, which corresponds to the physical delivery and which also shows Alko's product number, the name of the product and the number of bottles, a total number of all bottles as well as all packages with deposit (cages, pallets, honeycomb boards etc.). In the freight list, the products must be in the order of Alko's product numbers.

Returns
Alko and the Supplier agree case by case on returning or destroying of major faulty deliveries or unsalable products in shops. Also, a separate agreement is made for the return of empty bottles, deposit-paying transport accessories and other material.



